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Keiran Savoia Newsletter Term 1 2017

Dear Parents and Families, I would like to
show you some of the work I’ve done this term. I
like school because it gets fun. I really like sport
and playtime. My favourite thing at school is
working with numbers. When I grow up I want to
be a doctor like Mary-Jane and Aunty Helen. I like
writing about dogs, cats, kangaroos, bunny rabbits
and bulls.
This term I’ve been reading Funny Fish,
Hunting For Tadpoles, Amazing Flies and
other great books. I am a good reader and
I like reading funny books and books about
bunny rabbits.
Term 1 Attendance: 43/43 days=100%

I came to school every day this term!

I counted up to 100.
I know that 10 hundred is 1000. I love
counting.

I’ve been learning
lots of words this
term. I can write
some words.

We were writing about a running
race. All the kids crashed and I
raced past and won the race.

On Ash Wednesday, Ely and
Quinceton read a
prayer and I said
We have Brain Breaks every day.
the words, “His
Daemon, Quinceton and I had to
work together to stand on two legs. love continues
Sometimes we blow feathers off the forever!” I did a
very good job.
ground, or follow instructions to
find something hidden, or even
do our favourite dances. Mine is
the Chicken Dance.

I did lots of Art this term. I
drew faces, made animals
with bones, used mud to copy
an animal, and used grass and
sand to make pictures.

My favourite was
drawing my Supercar.
I used window tracing to draw it. It
looks awesome.

This term I caught some
tadpoles in the creek. I
kept them in the staffroom and fed them
with green weed. Some
of the tadpoles grew
legs and became frogs. I
let them go again back
home in the creek.

